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Photo: istockphoto.comIn all but the mildest climates when temperatures soar or plummet, the typical homeowner faces a tough choice between saving money and maintaining a comfortable home. After all, any HVAC technology will all but ensure a comfortable, habitable indoor environment, but by doing so, most devour energy and drive up the electricity bill. As David Kenyon,
product manager at Sears Home Services, says: There's no doubt that comfort usually comes at a price. That being the case, it's perhaps no surprise that more and more homeowners are embracing the mini-split-a high-performance cooling and heating option whose efficiency helps keep spending low. Effectiveness alone, however, does not fully explain the appeal of mini-splits.
On the contrary, their popularity is probably also due to the fact that, as Kenyon says, mini-splits combine efficiency with versatility. That is, you can apply the technology on your own terms. Some choose to install a mini-split as a way to provide comfort to a single room. Others rely on mini-splits for climate control throughout the house, in an laid-out configuration that actually
allows you to target temperatures on a room-by-room basis. Unlike systems designed for a particular type of application, mini-splits can be an appropriate choice for almost any housing project, regardless of its scope. Mini-splits offer homeowners another great advantage apart from efficiency and flexibility: They are much easier to install than many traditional options. To a
significant extent, that's because mini-splits don't involve channel system. In a traditional abducted forced-air system, an extensive network of bulky, rigid metal ducts must fit into the home, a process that may necessitate extensive renovation. Mini-splits are, by comparison, discreet and more or less hassle-free. Retrofitting a forced air system would require a large-scale, perhaps
weeks of effort, Kenyon says. But because mini-splits typically require nothing but modest changes, the installation process often goes quite quickly, sometimes taking no more than a day. Still, there are several important points to keep in mind when you plan to add a mini-split. Read on to learn more about the most critical considerations. Photo: istockphoto.comMoney Matters
Any HVAC update begins with budgeting, Kenyon says. In your study of project costs, he continues, do not make the mistake only to concentrate on the original expenses. For a more accurate picture, it is also important to take into account operating costs. In the long term, thanks to their almost unmatched effectiveness, mini-splits turn out to be among the most affordable
options out there, according to Kenyon. Several innovations allow mini-splits to save energy and, by extension, reduce monthly bills. One is that since they are channelless, mini-splits do not suffer the same leakage problems that significantly detract from the overall effectiveness of many many Systems. As well, mini-splits simply require less electricity to power their normal
operation. All in all, the efficiency features of the best mini-splits work together to cut climate control costs in the average home by as much as 40 percent. Of course, you can't start saving until the equipment is installed – and this will incur significant costs. Keep in mind that while your local contractor may not be able to provide financial assistance, established companies like
Sears Home Services offer a selection of financing packages to help you fit the project into your budget. Project Scope At its most basic, a mini-split installation involves nothing more than an outdoor compressor/capacitor, an indoor air handler, and running between the two, a few refrigerant lines narrow enough to fit through a three-inch hole. A full-home application would involve
multiple indoor units, with lines running to each unit from one or more outdoor units. In other words, the configurations vary. There is no one-size-fits-all approach, Kenyon sums up. The right approach depends entirely on your needs. In the earliest stages of the project, therefore, you must be sure to clarify its scope. Do you want to supplement an existing HVAC system or replace
it? Do you want to cool the room, heat it, or both? Before you can make your vision a reality, your contractor must first understand it. Especially when it comes to something as complex as climate control, many homeowners appreciate expert advice and insight from years of experience. That's exactly why Sears Home Services project consultants are working with homeowners
from the earliest planning stages to the last installation day. And as evidenced by its satisfaction guarantee, Sears remains committed to your success even after the completion of a project. Aesthetic concerns Regardless of the scale of a mini-split project, indoor air acting works the same way, whether it's the only one or just one of many in the configuration. The air trafficker is
always mounted in the room, the conditioning that monitors the surrounding conditions and automatically adjusts its output to suit the cooling or heating needs at a given time. The heat exchanger in the component works to modulate the air temperature, while the variable slats of the built-in fan ensure an even distribution. However, although the air trafficker always performs the
same role, it can take a number of different forms. Perhaps most common are air handles that are mounted on the wall, typically several meters above eye level. There's only one downside: Wall-mounted air traffickers can be conspicuous. Homeowners looking to minimize the visual impact often choose instead of a ceiling-recessed unit. Although they are more challenging to
install, ceiling-recessed air handles easily escape notice because they are flush with the plane of the ceiling overhead. Another option, horizontal-ducted air install within soffits or under under On the 1st floor, provided that creep space is available. Ultimately, according to Kenyon of Sears Home Services, the choice boils down to your budget and aesthetic preferences. Contractor
Qualifications Forced-air systems, which rose to prominence in the aftermath of World War II, have been the leading option in HVAC for more than 50 years. Because it's so ubiquitous, Kenyon points out, it's the technology most engineers know best. Even today, relatively few professionals boast a long track record of working with mini-splits. Those with experience fully
understand, as Kenyon says, that from poor system sizing to fixing incorrect refrigerant levels, there are many ways in which installation can go wrong. In fact Kenyon continues, installing mini-splits properly is an art form all its own. As is the case, and since it is your comfort on the line, after all, it behooves the homeowner to seek out a uniquely well qualified installer. Sears Home
Services stands out because its network includes technicians trained and certified to install and repair all the most popular climate-control options—and mini-splits are no exception. To discuss your upcoming project with experts who have implemented similar projects in the past, call or go online now to schedule a free in-home consultation with a nationwide company that has a
decades-long history serving homeowners like you-Sears Home Services.Photo: istockphoto.comThis article has been brought to you by Sears Home Services. Its facts and opinions are the BobVila.com. Photo: fujitsugeneral.comSummer never fails to usher in higher temperatures. And unfortunately for the typical homeowner, the season also tends to bring higher energy bills.
After all, homeowners across the country rely on air conditioning to maintain a comfortable indoor environment, and as conventional cooling options are notorious energy hogs, their operations usually incur a significant cost. Year in, year out, you may face a familiar, frustrating choice: Unable to have both at once, you need to trade comfort for savings, or savings for comfort. Only
one innovative technology allows homeowners to enjoy both. Mini-split systems from managers like Fujitsu General minimize energy consumption and operating costs without sacrificing performance. While older, increasingly outdated systems typically score Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) ratings between 4 and 10, the Fujitsu mini-split operates on a jaw-dropping 33
SEER. In fact, many Fujitsu mini-splits are certified by Energy Star for their ability to deliver cooling with a saving of up to 25 percent over less efficient systems. Photo: fujitsugeneral.comA another reason for the growing popularity of mini-splits-easy installation. Traditional central air can be challenging to retrofit or expand, in large part because it depends on extensive network of
channels. systems, on the other hand, can be completely channelless if desired. Therefore, they are often very compact, takes up only a fraction of the space that is ducted systems occupy. Because they are so compact, mini-splits lend themselves to discreet installation that involves neither the hassle nor the expense of remodeling. A basic mini-split consists of nothing more than
an outdoor capacitor and an indoor unit. (Here, unlike traditional AC, there's no need to make room in the basement or attic for a evaporator.) Thin copper pipes, narrow enough to fit through a discreet, three- to four-inch opening in the home exterior, run between the condenser and indoor unit. These pipes carry refrigerant from outdoor unit to indoor unit so it can distribute
conditioned air into the room. A single outdoor capacitor can power multiple indoor units. With Fujitsu, in fact, a single capacitor can run as many as eight indoor units located throughout the home. To help homeowners incorporate all these indoor devices discreetly, manufacturers like Fujitsu offer a variety of designs. Wall-mounted units are installed above eye level, while floor-
mounted units work best in rooms with minimal wall space, such as kitchens. Slim-channel units, yet another option, can be recessed into the ceiling, where they remain almost hidden. Want even more signs of mini-splits' versatility? Look no further than their ability to target temperatures on a room-by-room basis. With traditional central air, if you want to cool any room, you need
to cool all rooms. In addition to being unnecessarily expensive, all-or-nothing cooling ignores the fact that different family members often prefer different temperatures. With a mini-split, you can not only save by cutting down on cooling in rarely used rooms, but you can also put an end to feuds over the thermostat setting. Perhaps best of all, homeowners can rely on mini-split
systems for comfort, not only in summer, but in every single season, year-round. Take Fujitsu Halcyon, for example. Here, pressing a button changes the system from cooling to heating mode. In cooling mode, the condenser draws heat from inside the home and excludes it outdoors. In heating mode, the operation reverses, harvesting heat from the outdoor air and channeling it
indoors. More attractive than window units, more compact than central air conditioners, and more efficient than either one, mini-splits offer a compelling climate-control alternative that, although already popular in Europe and Asia, has not yet gone mainstream at home. It's all changing, though, as more and more homeowners discover the features and benefits of versatile mini-
splits. Are you ready to take the next step? To find a Fujitsu General contractor near you, call 888-888-3424 or go online right now to visit www.constantcomfort.com.Photo: fujitsugeneral.comThis articles have been brought to you by Fujitsu. Its facts and opinions are the BobVila.com. BobVila.com.
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